
Hailing from the islands of South Pacific, Polynesian idols were originally 
carved to represent the first human progenitors. Created by the gods and later 
ascended to deities; these ancestral heroes rule over aspects of islanders’ life 

and its natural elements.

Central to the creation myth is the power of volcanoes. Don’t be fooled by the 
picturesque and relaxing seaside; underneath the serene waters hot boiling 
lava is slowly but surely bubbling up. With any eruption come wild volatile 

explostions bringing plentiful prizes to the Infinity Reels™.

A sister game to Odin Infinity Reels™ X Megaways™, Tiki further fine tunes 
the excitement of infinite possibilities. 

In a nod to Infinity Reels ancestry, sticky win multipliers return whilst those 
achieving 12 additional reels remain in line for the 888x jackpot prize.

The art and soundtrack of Tiki is full of fun and color, the background scenic 
whilst lush; the symbols exotic and quaint - from wherever you’re spinning, 

Tiki Infinity Reels X Megaways™ will transport your imagination to the serene 
pacific islands. 

Feel the sand underfoot and the potential for serious winnings as you step into 
vacation mode within ReelPlay’s tropical Tiki paradise.
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€24.00 €0.30

MAX EXPOSURE:

MAX BET: MIN BET:

 € €240,000

All spins begin with 3 reels.

On any spin, if the rightmost reel 
improves any symbol combination, 
then an extra reel is added to the right.

The new reel is spun, and if it again 
improves any symbol combination 
then another reel is added and so on.

Wins are calculated once no extra reel 
is added.

There is no upper limit imposed on the 
number of reels that can be added.

Any VOLCANO symbol win triggers 10 
Free Spins.

The Symbol Multiplier is not reset on 
trigger of, or between individual Free 
Spins.

During Free Spins, an extra Free Spin 
is awarded for every two additional 
reels that are added in a single spin.

Any VOLCANO symbol win during 
Free Spins awards an extra 4 spins.

Free Spins are played at the same bet 
of the triggering spin.

A prize of 888x total bet is awarded 
for any spin that results in 12 or more 
reels being added.

FEATURES

FREE SPINS

JACKPOT

TECHNICAL DATA

MOBILE TABLET DESKTOP

RTP: 

LANGUAGES: 

Base Game = 10,000 x bet

Base Game with Bonus = 10,000 x bet

96.07%

All languages / currencies supported by your platform

VERY HIGH VOLATILITY

10,000 x bet

Base Game = 1 in 3.84 spins;   Free Spins = 1 in 166.07 spins

Jackpot = 1 in 65,960.34 spins

VOLATILITY:

TOP AWARD:

HIT RATE:

JACKPOT HIT RATE:

AVAILABLE ON:

FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE

MAX WIN:

MAX WIN: 
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PAYTABLE

5 4 4

Substitutes for 
all symbols 

except 
VOLCANO

Any VOLCANO 
symbol win 

triggers 
Free Spins.

6
5

3 3 2

2 1 1

Symbols must appear left to right on at least 3 reels to form a win (except VOLCANO). Symbol wins (except VOLCANO) are 
calculated as the symbol value found in the Paytable, multiplied by the number of ways for the symbol.

VOLCANO pays any, where the participating symbol count is greater or equal to 5. VOLCANO wins are calculated as the 
symbol value found in the Paytable, multiplied by the number of VOLCANO symbols.

Jackpot = 1 in 65,960.34 spins



The information contained herein is provided solely in relation to the development and supply of Interactive Wagering Games by ReelPlay Pty Ltd to the recipient, thus is confidential and not to be 
redistributed without the consent of ReelPlay Pty Ltd.
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ReelPlay’s innovative and recognized slot 
mechanic - Infinity Reels™

Combination for a super volatile gameplay - 
Infinity Reels™ meets Megaways™

No limit to the amount of additional reels, 
multipliers, free spins retriggers and 
Megaways™ you can achieve

Sticky multipliers in Free Spins

Jackpot prize of 888x your bet upon 
reaching 12 additional reels or more

Dynamic, chasing base gameplay

Fun and colorful art & animation

Immersive soundtrack inspired by classic 
video games

Infinity Reels™ and Megaways™

Chain reactions and multipliers

Infinite possibilities

Exciting pace of Free Spins with sticky 
multipliers

Fans of classic platformer video games

Targeting players who enjoy:

AUDIENCEKEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING TO PLAYERS

PROMO TEXT

Win up to 10,000x 
your bet! Step into vacation mode within 

ReelPlay’s tropical Tiki paradise!

Chase additional reels and multipliers!

Reach your 
888x Jackpot 

PrizeTransport your imagination 
to the serene pacific islands!

Keep a lookout 
for Wild Volatile 

Explosions!

No limit on how many 
Infinity Reels™ you can 

achieve!

Visit your perfect little 
island holiday!


